
ELTON CARVALHO

Experience

Carpenter Foreman Carvalho Construction, foxboro, MA

Deck Construction:

Trimming Expertise:

Carpenter's Foreman:

APR '20 - AUG '23

│

Windows Installer Renewal by Andersen, Massachusetts , MA

JAN '19 - FEB '20

│

(863) 558-9369 carv.construction@icloud.com 63 Ashley str, CT 06610

Dedicated Finish Carpenter with a proven track record in precision trimming, proficient of handling doors, windows
and expert craftsmanship in deck construction. Aiming to leverage years of hands-on experience and refined skills
to contribute seamlessly to construction projects. Committed to delivering high-quality workmanship and
exceeding client expectations.

Led and executed deck construction projects, ensuring precision and compliance with design specifications
and safety regulations.

Proficiently handled various materials and tools required for decking, guaranteeing optimal structural integrity
and aesthetics.

Coordinated project timelines, resources, and teams, resulting in timely completion of deck installations to
meet client expectations.

Demonstrated exceptional skills in precision trimming, enhancing the appearance and functionality of interior
spaces.

Installed and customized trims for doors, windows, and other architectural elements, achieving a seamless
and polished finish.

Collaborated closely with designers and clients to implement unique trim designs that aligned with the overall
aesthetic vision of the project.

Held a pivotal role as the carpenter's foreman, overseeing a team and managing day-to-day operations on
construction sites.

Directed and guided carpentry crews in executing projects, ensuring adherence to safety guidelines, quality
standards, and project schedules.

Conducted training sessions to enhance the team's skills and knowledge, fostering a culture of continuous
improvement and efficiency

Assisted Installers in the removal and Installation of Windows, doors, and SGDs.

Supported the Installation team by preparing work areas, organizing tools and materials, and ensuring a clean
and safe working environment.

Consistently entrusted with the responsibility of performing detailed trimming tasks using the shop saw.

Assisted in the assembly and installation of Window Frames, hardware and waterproofing



Education

Teorema School System , Belem, Para, Brazil

JAN '03

High School Diploma

Skills

Wood Framing Stairs and railling Window and Door Installation Deck Trimming

Languages

Spanish

Fluent

Portuguese

Native

References

Rick Bavec

Tolaris Homes

Owner

Collaborated with team members to complete projects within designated time

Business

(407) 402-9866
rbavec@tolarishomes.com


